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CONCEALED AT THE edge of the jungle, Veteran Sergeant Uriel 

Ventris stared through the pouring rain at the grey, rockcrete bunker 

at the end of the bridge and tallied off the number of sentries he 

could see. There were four rebel troopers in the open, but they were 

sloppy, unconcerned, and that was going to kill them. They sheltered 

in the lee of the bunker’s armoured door, smoking and talking. It 

was unforgivable stupidity, but Uriel always gave thanks whenever 

his enemies displayed such foolishness. The hissing of the warm 

rain falling through the canopy of thick, drooping fronds and 

bouncing from the rocks muffled all sounds. The roaring of the 

mighty river in the gorge below only added to the noise. 

Moisture glistened on his blue shoulder guards, dripping from 

the inlaid chapter insignia of the Ultramarines. He slipped from his 

hidden position and ghosted through the drizzle, the actuators in his 

powered armour hissing as the fibre-bundle muscles enhanced his 

every movement. Uriel slid clear his combat knife and tested its 

edge, even though he knew it was unnecessary. The gesture was 

force of habit, learned at the earliest age by the people of Calth. The 

long blade was triangular in section, its edges lethally sharp and 

designed to slip easily between a victim’s ribs, breaking them as it 

penetrated. 

It was a tool for killing, nothing more. 

Thanks to the heavy rain, the visibility of the guards was cut to 

less than thirty metres. Uriel’s eyesight was far superior to a normal 
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human’s, he could clearly see the outline of the men he was about to 

kill. 

He felt no remorse at the thought. The enemies of the Emperor 

deserved no mercy. These men had made their choice and would 

now pay the price for making the wrong one. Uriel slipped behind 

one of the bridge’s adamantium stanchions, moving incredibly 

quietly for such a bulky figure. He was close enough to his victims 

for his enhanced hearing to pick out the individual sounds of their 

voices. 

As was typical with soldiers, they were bemoaning their current 

assignment and superior officers. Uriel knew they would not 

complain for much longer. He was close enough for his superior 

senses to pick out the smell of their unwashed bodies and the foetid 

dampness of stale sweat ingrained into their flesh after weeks of 

fighting. His muscles tensed and relaxed, preparing for action. The 

rune on his visor display that represented Captain Idaeus flashed 

twice and with a whispered acknowledgement Uriel con-firmed his 

readiness to strike. He waited until he heard the scraping footfall of 

his first target turning away and twisted around the stanchion, 

sprinting for the bunker. 

The first guard died without a sound, Uriel’s knife hammering 

through the base of his skull. He dropped and Uriel wrenched the 

blade clear, spinning low and driving it into the second guard’s 

groin. Blood sprayed and the man shrieked in horrified agony. A 

lasgun was raised and Uriel lunged forwards, smashing his fist into 

his foe’s face, the augmented muscles of his power armour smashing 

the man’s head to shards. Uriel spun on his heel, dodging a thrusting 

bayonet, and thundered his elbow into the last guard’s chin, taking 

the base of his skull off. Teeth and blood splattered the bunker door. 

He dropped into a defensive crouch, dragging his knife clear of 

the corpse beside him and cleaning the blade on its overalls. The 

killing of the guards had taken less than three seconds. He glanced 

quickly around the corner of the bunker to the sandbagged gun 

positions further down the bridge. There were two, set in a staggered 

pattern to provide overlapping fields of fire. The dull glint of metal 
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protruded from the glistening, tarpaulin covered positions and Uriel 

counted three heavy bolters in each emplacement. The rain and 

thundering river noise had covered his stealthy approach to the 

bunker, but there was nothing but open ground before the gun nests. 

‘Position secure,’ he whispered into the vox-com, removing 

shaped, breaching charges from his grenade dispenser. He worked 

quickly and purposefully, fastening the explosive around the locking 

mechanism of the bunker’s armoured door. 

‘Confirmed,’ acknowledged Captain Idaeus. ‘Good work, Uriel. 

Squads Lucius and Daedalus are in position. We go on your signal.’ 

Uriel grinned and crawled around to the front of the bunker, 

making sure to keep out of sight below the firing slit. He drew his 

bolt pistol and spun his knife, holding it in a reverse grip. He took a 

deep breath, readying himself for action, and detonated the charges 

on the door. 

The bunker’s door blasted inwards, ripped from the frame by the 

powerful explosion. Choking smoke billowed outwards and Uriel 

was in motion even before the concussion of the detonation had 

faded. He heard the crack of bolter fire from the jungle and knew 

that the remainder of the Ultramarines detachment was attacking. By 

now the enemies of the Emperor would be dying. 

Uriel dived through the blackened doorway, rolling to a firing 

crouch, his pistol sweeping left and right. He saw two heads 

silhouetted by the light at the firing slit and squeezed the trigger 

twice. Both men jerked backwards, their heads exploding. Another 

soldier was screaming on his knees, blood flooding from his ruined 

body. His torso was almost severed at the waist, razor-edged metal 

from the door’s explosion protruding from his body. A las-blast 

impacted on Uriel’s armour, and he twisted, kicking backwards in 

the direction the shot had come from. His booted foot hammered 

into a rebel guardsman’s knee, the joint shattering. The man 

shrieked and fell, losing his grip on his weapon and clutching his 

ruined knee. The remainder of the bunker’s complement crowded 

around Uriel, screaming and stabbing with bayonets. 
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Uriel spun and twisted, punching and kicking with lethal 

ferocity. Wherever he struck, bones crunched and men died. The 

stink of blood and voided bowels filled his senses as the last soldier 

fell. Blood streaked his shoulders and breastplate. His eyes scanned 

the dimness of the bunker, but all was silent. Everyone was dead. 

He heard sounds of fighting and gunfire from outside and moved 

to the door, ducking back as heavy bolter shells raked the inside face 

of the doorway. He glanced round the edge of the bullet-pocked 

wall, watching with pride as the Ultramarines assault squad now 

joined the fray, their jump packs carrying them high over the 

bunker. 

They dropped from above, like flaming angels of death, their 

chainswords chopping heads and limbs from bodies with 

shimmering, steel slashes. The first gun emplacement was in tatters, 

sandbags ripped apart by bolter fire and tossed aside by the attacking 

Space Marines. The poorly trained defence troopers broke in the 

face of such savagery, but the Ultramarines were in amongst them 

and there was no escape. The assault troopers hacked them down 

with giant, disembowelling strokes of their swords. The battle 

became a slaughter. 

The staccato chatter of massed bolter fire echoed from the sides 

of the gorge, explosions of dirt rippling from the bullet-ridden 

sandbags of the second gun emplacement. But even under the 

constant volley, Uriel could see the gunners within were realigning 

their heavy bolters. Hurriedly, he voxed a warning. 

‘Ventris to Idaeus. The second gun position has re-sited its 

weapons. You will be under fire in a matter of moments!’ 

Idaeus’s rune on Uriel’s visor blinked twice as the captain 

acknowledged the warning.  

Uriel watched as the captain of Fourth Company barked a 

command and began sprinting towards the second gun position. 

Idaeus charged at the head of five blue-armoured warriors, and Uriel 

swore, leaping forwards himself. Without support, the assault troops 

would be prime targets! Tongues of fire blasted from the heavy 

bolters, reaching out towards the charging Ultramarines. Uriel saw 
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the shells impact, bursting amongst the charging Space Marines, but 

not a single man fell, the blessed suits of powered armour 

withstanding the traitors’ fire. Idaeus triggered his jump pack and 

the rest of his squad followed suit, streaking forward with giant 

powered leaps. 

Las-blasts filled the air, but the Ultramarines were too quick. 

Idaeus smashed down through the timber roof of the gun nest, a 

fearsome war cry bursting from his lips. He swung his power sword, 

decapitating a rebel trooper, and backhanded his pistol into 

another’s chest, smashing his ribcage to splinters. Uriel’s long 

strides had carried him to the edge of the gun nest and he leapt, feet 

first, into the sandbagged position. He felt bone shatter under the 

impact and rolled to his feet, lashing out with his armoured gauntlet. 

Another rebel died screaming. The sound of gunshots was 

deafening. Uriel felt a shot impact on his shoulder, the bullet 

ricocheting skywards. He turned and fired a bolt into his attacker’s 

face, destroying the man’s head. He sensed movement and spun, 

pistol raised. Captain Idaeus stood before him, hands in the air and a 

broad grin on his face. Uriel exhaled slowly and lowered his 

weapon. Idaeus slapped his hands on Uriel’s shoulder plates. 

‘Battle’s over, sergeant,’ he laughed. 

Idaeus’s grizzled face was lined with experience and his shaven 

skull ran with moisture and blood. Four gold studs glittered on his 

forehead, each one representing a half-century of service, but his 

piercing grey eyes had lost none of the sparkle of youth. Uriel 

nodded, scowling. 

‘It is, yes, but the Codex Astartes tells us you should have waited 

for support before charging that gun nest, captain,’ he said.  

‘Perhaps,’ agreed Idaeus, ‘but I wanted this done quickly, before 

any of them could vox a warning.’ 

‘We have heavy weapons with us, captain. We could have 

jammed their vox units and blasted them apart from the cover of the 

bunker. They sited these gun positions poorly and would not have 

been able to target us. The Codex Astartes says–’ 
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‘Uriel,’ interrupted Idaeus, leading him from the charnel house 

of the gun nest. ‘You know I respect you, and, despite what others 

say, I believe you will soon command your own company. But you 

must accept that sometimes it is necessary for us to do things a little 

differently. Yes, the Codex Astartes teaches us the way of war, but it 

does not teach the hearts of men. Look around you. See the faces of 

our warriors. Their blood sings with righteousness and their faith is 

strong because they have seen me walk through the fire with them, 

leading them in glorious battle. Is not a little risk to me worth such 

reward?’ 

‘I think I would call charging through the fire of three heavy 

bolters more than a “little risk” though,’ pointed out Uriel. 

‘Had you been where I was, would you have done it differently?’ 

asked Idaeus. 

‘No,’ admitted Uriel with a smile, ‘but then I am a sergeant, it’s 

my lot in life to get all the dirty jobs.’ 

Idaeus laughed. ‘I’ll make a captain out of you yet, Uriel. Come, 

we have work to do. This bridge is not going to blow up on its own.’ 

As the assault troopers secured the bridge, the remainder of 

Captain Idaeus’s detachment advanced from the jungle to reinforce 

them. Two tactical squads occupied the bunkers at either end of the 

bridge while Uriel organised the third repairing the sandbagged gun 

nests. In accordance with the Codex Astartes, he ordered them re-

sited in order to cover every approach to the crossing, rebuilding and 

strengthening their defences. 

Uriel watched as Idaeus deployed their scouts into the hills on 

the far side of the ridge above the gorge. They wouldn’t make the 

same mistake the rebels had made. If the traitors launched a counter-

attack, the Ultramarines would know of it. He stepped over a dead 

guardsman, noting with professional pride the bullet hole in the 

centre of his forehead. Such was the price of defeat. The 

Ultramarines’ victory here had been absurdly easy, barely even 

qualifying as a battle, and Uriel felt curiously little pleasure at their 

success. 
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Since the age of six, he had been trained to bring death to the 

Emperor’s enemies and normally felt a surge of justifiable pride in 

his lethal skills. But against such poorly trained opposition, there 

was no satisfaction to be gained. These soldiers were not worthy of 

the name and would not have survived a single month in the 

Agiselus Barracks on Macragge where Uriel had trained so many 

years ago. He pushed aside such gloomy thoughts and reached up to 

remove his helmet, setting it on the wide parapet of the bridge. 

Thousands of metres below, a wide river thundered through the 

gorge, the dark water foaming white over the rocks. Uriel ran a hand 

over his skull, the hair close cropped and jet black. His eyes were 

the colour of storm clouds, dark and threatening, his face serious. 

Two gold studs were set into his brow above his left eye. 

The bridges were the key to the whole campaign. The Emperor’s 

warriors had driven the poorly armed and trained planetary defence 

troopers of Thracia back at every turn and now the rebel-held 

capital, Mercia, was within their grasp. Despite horrendous losses, 

they still had the advantage of numbers and, given time, they could 

pose a serious threat to the crusade. The right flank of the Imperial 

Guard’s push towards Mercia was exposed to attack across a series 

of bridges, one of which Uriel now stood upon. It was imperative 

the bridges were destroyed, but the Imperial Navy had demanded 

days of planning for the missions to destroy the bridges, days the 

crusade could ill afford to waste. Therefore the task of destroying 

the bridges had fallen to the Ultramarines. Thunderhawk gunships 

had inserted the assault teams under cover of darkness, half a day’s 

march from the bridges, and now awaited their signal to extract 

them after the crossings had been destroyed. 

The rebellion on Thracia was insignificant but for one thing: 

reports had filtered back to the crusade’s High Command that 

Traitor Space Marines of the Night Lords legion were present. So 

far, Uriel had seen nothing of these heretics and, privately, believed 

that they were phantoms conjured by the over-active imagination of 

guardsmen. Still, it never paid to be complacent and Uriel fervently 

hoped the reports would prove to be true. The chance to bring the 
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wrath of the Emperor down on such abominable foes could not be 

passed up. 

He watched a Techmarine wiring the bridge supports for 

destruction. Melta charges would blast the bridge to pieces, denying 

the traitors any way of moving their armoured units across the river 

and flanking the Imperial attack. Uriel knew that the same scene was 

being repeated up and down the enormous gorge as other 

Ultramarine detachments prepared to destroy their own targets. He 

scooped up his helmet and marched towards a mud-stained 

Techmarine hauling himself over the parapet and unwinding a long 

length of cable from his equipment pack. The man looked up as he 

heard Uriel approach and nodded respectfully. 

‘I suppose you’re going to tell me to hurry up,’ he grumbled, 

bending awkwardly to hook the cable into a battery pack. 

‘Not at all, Sevano. As though I would rush the work of a master 

craftsman like yourself.’ 

Sevano Tomasin glowered at Uriel, searching his face for any 

trace of sarcasm. Finding none, the Techmarine nodded as he 

continued wiring the explosives, moving with a lop-sided, 

mechanical gait as both his legs and right arm were heavier, bionic 

replacements. 

The apothecaries had grafted these on after recovering his body 

from the interior of a wrecked Land Raider on Ichar IV after a 

rampaging carnifex had ripped it apart. The horrifying creature’s 

bio-plasma had flooded the interior of the armoured fighting vehicle, 

detonating its ammo spectacularly. The carnifex was killed in the 

blast, but the explosion sheared Tomasin to the bone and, rather than 

lose his centuries of wisdom, the chapter’s artisans had designed a 

completely new, artificial body around the bloody rags of his 

remains. 

‘How long until you and the servitors are finished?’ asked Uriel. 

Tomasin wiped the mud from his face and glanced up the length 

of the bridge. ‘Another hour, Ventris. Possibly less if this damned 

rain would ease up and I didn’t have to stop to talk to you.’ 
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Uriel bit back a retort and turned away, leaving the Techmarine 

to his work and striding to the nearest gun nest. Captain Idaeus was 

sitting on the sandbags and speaking animatedly into the vox-com. 

‘Well make sure, damn you!’ he snapped. ‘I don’t want to be left 

sitting here facing half the rebel army with only thirty men.’ 

Idaeus listened to the words that only he could hear through the 

comm-bead in his ear and cursed, snapping the vox unit back to his 

belt. 

‘Trouble?’ asked Uriel. 

‘Maybe,’ sighed Idaeus. ‘Orbital surveyors on the Vae Victus 

say they think they detected something large moving through the 

jungle in our direction, but this damned weather’s interfering with 

the auguries and they can’t bring them on-line again. It’s probably 

nothing.’ 

‘You don’t sound too convinced.’ 

‘I’m not,’ admitted Idaeus. ‘If the Night Lords are on this world, 

then this is just the kind of thing they would try.’ 

‘I have our scouts watching the approaches to the bridge. 

Nothing is going to get close without us knowing about it.’ 

‘Good. How is Tomasin getting on?’ 

‘There’s a lot of bridge to blow, captain, but Tomasin thinks 

he’ll have it done within the hour. I believe he will have it rigged 

sooner though.’ 

Idaeus nodded and rose to his feet, staring into the mist and rain 

shrouded hills on the enemy side of the bridge. His face creased in a 

frown and Uriel followed his gaze. Dusk was fast approaching and 

with luck they would be on their way to rejoin the main assault on 

Mercia before nightfall. 

‘Something wrong?’ 

‘I’m not sure. Every time I look across the bridge I get a bad 

feeling.’ 

‘A bad feeling?’ 

‘Aye, like someone is watching us,’ whispered Idaeus. 

Uriel checked his vox-com. ‘The scouts haven’t reported 

anything.’ 
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Idaeus shook his head. ‘No, this is more like instinct. This whole 

place feels wrong somehow. I can’t describe it.’ 

Uriel was puzzled. Idaeus was a man he trusted implicitly, they 

had fought and bled together for over fifty years, forming a bond of 

friendship that Uriel found all too rarely. Yet he could never claim 

to truly understand Idaeus. The captain relied on instinct and 

feelings more than the holy Codex Astartes, that great work of 

military thinking penned ten thousand years ago by their own 

Primarch, Roboute Guilliman. The Codex formed the basis of 

virtually every Space Marine chapter’s tactical doctrine and laid the 

foundations for the military might of the entire Imperium. Its words 

were sanctified by the Emperor himself and the Ultramarines had 

not deviated from its teachings since it had been written following 

the dark days of the Horus Heresy. 

But Idaeus tended to regard the wisdom of the Codex as advice 

rather than holy instruction and this was a constant source of 

amazement to Uriel. He had been Idaeus’s second-in-command for 

nearly thirty years and, despite the captain’s successes, Uriel still 

found it hard to accept his methods. 

‘I want to go and check those hills,’ said Idaeus suddenly. 

Uriel sighed and pointed out, ‘The scouts will inform us of 

anything that approaches.’ 

‘I know, and I have every faith in them. I just need to see for 

myself. Come on, let’s go and take a look.’ 

Uriel took out his vox unit, informing the scouts they would be 

approaching from the rear and followed Idaeus as he strode 

purposefully to the end of the bridge. They passed the far bunker, 

the one the rebels should have occupied, noting the glint of bolters 

from within. The two Space Marines marched up the wide road that 

led into the high hills either side of the gorge and for the next thirty 

minutes inspected the locations Uriel had deployed the scouts to 

watch from. The rain deadened sounds and kept visibility low and 

there was enough tree cover to almost completely obscure the jungle 

floor. There could be an army out there and they wouldn’t see it 

until it was right on top of them. 
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‘Satisfied?’ asked Uriel. 

Idaeus nodded, but did not reply and together they began the trek 

back to the far bunker where they could see Sevano Tomasin. 

The warning came just as the first artillery shell screamed 

overhead. 

Almost as soon as Uriel heard the incoming shell, the comm-net 

exploded with voices; reports of artillery flashes in the distance and 

multiple sightings of armoured personnel carriers and tanks. A 

blinding explosion in the centre of the bridge, followed by half a 

dozen more in quick succession, split the dusk apart. Uriel shouted 

as he saw the servitors and two Space Marines blasted from the 

bridge, tumbling downwards to the rocks below. 

The two officers sprinted down towards the bridge. 

Uriel dialled into the vox-net of the Scouts as he ran and yelled, 

‘Scout team Alpha! Where in the warp did they come from? 

Report!’ 

‘Contacts at three kilometres and closing, sergeant! The rain held 

down the dust, we couldn’t see them through the dead ground.’ 

‘Understood,’ snapped Uriel, cursing the weather. ‘What can you 

see?’ 

‘Can’t get an accurate count, but it looks like a battalion-sized 

assault. Chimeras mainly, but there’s a lot of heavy armour mixed in 

– Leman Russ, Griffons and Hellhounds.’ 

Uriel swore and exchanged glances with Idaeus. If the scouts 

were correct, they were facing in excess of a thousand men with 

artillery and armoured support. Both knew that this must be the 

contact the auguries on the Vae Victus had detected then lost. They 

had to get everyone back across the bridge and blow it right now. 

‘Stay as long as you can Alpha and keep reporting, then get back 

here!’ 

‘Aye, sir,’ responded the scout and signed off. 

More shells dropped on the bridge, the echoes of their 

detonations deafening in the enclosed gorge. Each blast threw up 

chunks of the roadway and vast geysers of rainwater. Some were 
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air-bursting above the bridge, showering the roadway with deadly 

fragments. 

Uriel recognised the distinctive whine of Griffon mortar shells 

and gave thanks to Guilliman that the PDF obviously did not have 

access to the heavier artillery pieces of the Imperial Guard. Either 

that or they realised that to use such weapons would probably 

destroy the bridge. 

Most of the Space Marines who had been caught in the open 

were in cover now and Uriel knew they were lucky not to have lost 

more men. He cursed as he saw the lumbering shape of Sevano 

Tomasin still fixing explosive charges and unwinding lengths of 

cable back towards the last bunker. The Techmarine’s movements 

were painfully slow, but he was undaunted by the shelling. Uriel 

willed him to work faster.  

‘One and a half kilometres and closing. Closing rapidly! 

Dismounted enemy infantry visible!’ shouted the scout sergeant in 

Uriel’s comm-bead. 

‘Acknowledged,’ shouted Uriel over the crash of falling mortar 

shells and explosions. ‘Get back here now; there’s nothing more you 

can do from there. Sword squad is waiting at the first bunker to give 

you covering fire. Ventris out.’  

Uriel and Idaeus reached the bunker and splashed to a halt 

behind its reassuringly thick walls. Idaeus snatched up his vox-com 

and shouted, ‘Guard command net, this is Captain Idaeus, 

Ultramarine Fourth company. Be advised that hostiles are attacking 

across Bridge Two-Four in division strength, possibly stronger. We 

are falling back and preparing to destroy the bridge. I say again, 

hostiles are attacking across Bridge Two-Four!’ 

As Idaeus voxed the warning to the Imperial Guard commanders, 

Uriel patched into the frequency of the Thunderhawk that had 

dropped them in position. 

‘Thunderhawk Six, this is Uriel Ventris. We are under attack and 

request immediate extraction. Mission order Omega-Seven-Four. 

Acknowledge please.’ 
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For long seconds, all Uriel could hear was the hiss of static and 

he feared something terrible had happened to the gunship. Then a 

voice, heavily distorted said, ‘Acknowledged, Sergeant Ventris. 

Mission order Omega-Seven-Four received. We’ll be overhead in 

ten minutes. Signal your position with green smoke.’ 

‘Affirmative,’ replied Uriel. ‘Be advised the landing zone will in 

all likelihood be extremely hot when you arrive.’ 

‘Don’t worry,’ chuckled the pilot of the gunship. ‘We’re fully 

loaded. We’ll keep their heads down while we extract you. 

Thunderhawk Six out.’ 

Uriel snapped the vox-unit to his belt and hammered on the 

bunker’s door. He and Idaeus ducked inside as it slid open. The five 

Space Marines within were positioned at the bunker’s firing step, 

bolters and a lascannon pointed at the hills above, ready to cover 

their brothers’ retreat. Uriel stared through the anti-grenade netting, 

watching the scouts falling back in good order towards the bridge. 

‘As soon as the scouts are past you, fall back to the first gun nest 

and take up firing positions,’ ordered Idaeus. ‘The other squads are 

already in position and they’ll cover you. Understood?’ 

The Space Marines nodded, but did not take their eyes from the 

ridge above the approaching scouts. Idaeus turned to Uriel and said, 

‘Get across and see how close Tomasin is to blowing this damned 

bridge. We’ll join you as soon as we can.’ 

Uriel opened his mouth to protest, but Idaeus cut him off, ‘Stow 

it, sergeant. Go! I’ll join you as soon as Alpha Team are safe.’ 

Without another word, Uriel slipped from the bunker. Another 

series of thunderous detonations cascaded across the bridge and 

impacted on the sides of the gorge. Uriel waited until he detected a 

lull in the firing then began sprinting across the bridge, weaving 

around piles of rubble, debris and water filled craters left by the 

explosions. He could still see Sevano Tomasin behind the 

sandbagged gun nests, working on the detonators. 

He heard gunfire behind him, the distinctive, dull crack of bolter 

fire and the snapping hiss of lasguns. He glanced over his shoulder 

as a terrible sense of premonition struck him. 
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Twin streaks of shrieking projectiles flashed overhead, one 

landing behind him and another before him with earth shaking 

detonations. The first shell exploded less than four metres above the 

men of Alpha team, shredding their bodies through the lighter scout 

armour leaving only a bloody mist and scraps of ripped flesh. The 

shockwave of the blast threw Uriel to the ground. He coughed mud 

and spat rainwater, rising in time to see Sevano Tomasin engulfed in 

blinding white phosporent fire. 

The Techmarine collapsed, his metal limbs liquefying and the 

flesh searing from his bones. A second melta charge ignited in his 

equipment pack, also cooked off by the mortar shell’s detonation. 

Tomasin vanished in a white-hot explosion, the rain forming a steam 

cloud around his molten remains. 

Uriel pushed himself upright and charged towards the fallen 

Space Marine. Tomasin was dead, there could be no doubt about 

that. But Uriel needed to see if the detonator mechanism had gone 

up with him. If it had, they were in deep, deep trouble. 
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